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General problem

modeling large piled-rafts in 3D when number of piles is large
piles/barettes treated as beams embedded in the 3D continuum (first ZSoil
implementation was in 2009)
generating incompatible subsoil-piles meshes
major problem of the current implementation (including v2020): severe mesh dependency
due to locally defined kinematic constraints (connecting beams to the 3D continuum via
shaft/tip interfaces)
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New approach eliminating mesh sensitivity

we want to see effect of the shape of a pile/column/barette

circular and quadrilateral cross sections are supported

master nodes displacements must be computed as nonlocal but without user defined
averaging parameters except shape and dimension of the cross section

both shaft and tip interfaces are considered

local version nonlocal version
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Frictional interface
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pile shaft resistance requires σn to be known (Coulomb’s law)

but...we cannot compute directly σn

so we have to estimate it from the adjacent continuum
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Normal stress recovery for estimating pile-shaft resistance

to find an averaged normal stress set of boundary control points is generated and their
embedding elements are found

superconvergent patch recovery method is used to map effective stresses in the continuum
from centers to the nodes

stress transformation from the global to the local coordinate system (X local axis is the
pile axis while the Y local axis is aligned towards normal vector n) ⇒ σyy

local version nonlocal version
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Axially loaded pile (L = 8m, ϕ = 80cm)

Subsoil modeleled with M-C model

Meshes with and without tip zone refinement were computed

Results of the true 3D modeling are compared with the simplified approach
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Axially loaded pile: results

without mesh refinements with mesh refinements
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Horizontally loaded pile (L = 8m, ϕ = 80cm)

Subsoil modeleled with M-C model

Meshes with and without tip zone refinement were computed

Results of the true 3D modeling are compared with the simplified approach

3D reference model simplified models with local refine-
ments
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Horizontally loaded pile: pile head movement time history

without mesh refinements with mesh refinements
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Horizontally loaded pile: pile deflection profiles at H = 600 kN and
H = 1000 kN (meshes with local refinements)

H = 600 kN H = 1000 kN
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Horizontally loaded pile: bending moments at H = 600 kN and H = 1000
kN (meshes with local refinements)

H = 600 kN H = 1000 kN
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Axially loaded barette (L = 8m, 160x80cm)

Subsoil modeleled with M-C model

Meshes with and without tip zone refinement were computed

Results of the true 3D modeling are compared with the simplified approach
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Axially loaded barette: results
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Horizontally loaded barette: deflection profiles at H = 800 kN and
H = 1200 kN

H = 800 kN H = 1200 kN
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Horizontally loaded pile: bending moments at H = 800 kN and H = 1200
kN

H = 800 kN H = 1200 kN
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Piled raft

Subsoil modeleled with HS-Brick model
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Piled raft

Piles are 12m long (ϕ = 80cm); raft is 1.5m thick

Excavation modeled here through the loading superposition
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Piled raft: settlements

q = 150 kN/m2

q = 300 kN/m2

coarse mesh dense mesh
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Extension of the approach to structural RC plate-column connections
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Bending moments in plate (local plate-beam connection)

he=0.25m he=0.125m he=0.083m

For experienced users this is not a problem as one can clip column regions from the map
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Shear forces moments in plate (local plate-beam connection)

he=0.25m he=0.125m he=0.083m

For experienced users this is not a problem as one can clip column regions from the map
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Bending moments in plate (nonlocal plate-beam connection)

he=0.25m he=0.125m he=0.083m

Here moments are stabilizing with the grid size (!)
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What happens with moments in columns ?

he=0.25m he=0.125m he=0.083m

Here bending moments in columns are not objective when beam is locally
connected to the shell (most structural commercial codes work like that)
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Conclusions

The new nonlocal approach removes mesh sensitivity when modeling piles/barettes as
beams embedded in the 3D continuum

The approach can easily be extended to model structural plate-column connections where
bending moments in columns are highly sensitive to the mesh size

The new approach is implemented in the new ZSoil 2023 version
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